Aa^NMQN SUBSCRIBERS:
If "you have hot been regularly
receiving your Colby Echo each
week, please notify the Waterville,
Maine Post Office, Waterville, Me.,
04901; immediately. Postal Inspectors are investigating why you
have not been getting regular service.
LEE URBAN

Faculty Reactions to WOCOFOLO;
Expe rimenta l Living Comp lex

Thorn Rippon is seen in the Spa purchasing
copy of the recentl y issued Course Critique.

th e first

Course Critique Makes Debut

Colby's maiden Course Critique bowed on campus ceremoniously

Tuesday night in the Spa as Stu- G president Thorn Rippon purchased the first copy. The 250-page work represented the culmination of
almost a year's work for its chief sponsors, Jim Wilson and Kevin
Burke.
The critique was one of the major planks in Wilson's platform in
his battle with Bob Nelson for the top spot in Stu-G. It may well be
the high-point of 'hi's administrative career here at Golby.
Comments on the massive work commenced when the selling began. Most of the campus looked on it quite favorably, thinMng it well
and responsibly handled. When the book first went on sale, 130 copies
were sold within the short time span of 20 minutes.

by Wayne A. Nado
One of the products of last fall's
Certain Proposals/Colby Congress
days was a suggestion tJha/fc the
oampu's be divided into several
multi-dorm soci'a;! unite. This became a concrete suggestion on May
5 when the Conurtifltee on Coed Living submitted to its parent Campus Affairs Cortimittee a proposal
Which would next year unite Woodman, Ltouise Coburn, Foss, Slid
Mary Low in'to an experimental
"Living-Le&rning Complex." We've
nicknamed at WOCOFOLO.
Our attempt here is to determine 'the faculty opinion toward
this experiment. The people interviewed were both those 'known Ifor
their spe'cial interest lin Studentfacuity relations and those known
simply as "Prof-on-Oampus." Bach
had 'Ms own pergonal comment, but
overall initial reaction seemed
aibout the same. In the words o!f
one man, "This is purely an experiment. Lt has the am-bfflon oif trying to overcome some of OoTby's
more conspicuous <h!aridicaps, &iA,
as subh. deserves the chance ito
prove whether or not it can fulfill

To The Editor

its aims." Most profs were even
more enthusiastic, and more than
one cited experience at other colleges where similar programs had
been beneficial.
There has been comment, faowever, on the various phases and aspects o'f the overall! projecft. One
of 'these questions the amount o!f
time-consuming responsibility required on the part of the ifiaculty
participants. On the governing
board, (according to Ithe official
proposal) there would foe four faculty members plus four bead residents, who magfoit also possibly be
faculty (members. There would be
faculty conducted seminars and
talks, and a general intermingling
of professors in the student social
lif e otf the unit. Ln view of this degree of faculty Inclusion, Prof.
Broncaccio of the English department, after extending his good
wishes to the group, made the !followintg statement:
'€ believe that it is most important that, before seeking ifche endorsement of the faculty, the proponents of tbis project ssfhould clarify the extent of responsibility expected from each participating faculty member. It's my feeling tfoalt,
due to present workloads, tfoere

would be members of tlhe staff wbo
would not be erithusias&ic about
participating unless individual responsibility was moderate."
Dr. Paul Perez indicated encouragement of more fa'cuOty-student
contact, but cautioned, "Remember, we have families at home who
n eed us, too." He seemed as interested in a more inlfonrial type of
contact as ihe iWas in the governance - seminar - reception's suggestions, which are included in the
official proposal 'outline from the
Committee :<>n Co-ed Laving.
The overall attitude of the faculty seems one Of wiMmgnessto participate-within oreasonaMe (limits as
to tiime and workfWad. Said Protf.
P«lter Re, "I -was one «f thirteen
faculty members at a recent open
hearing on student-faculty relationships. I believe that tihe ratio of
students to ffaeuaty present at that
hearing Showed that we do care
about taking our part in closing .the
gap." About fifteen situ dents attended (one out of every hundred
showed up) ; Prof. Re Was a point.
The complex plan involves, however, more than Simple faculty-Student integration. An expressed aim
of tbe Coed Committee is that tbe
(Continued on Page Five)

Faculty Protests Echo's Negativity

To the Editor of the Echo:
We have (Watched with dismay
in the pages of the Echo a tendency to cast President Strider lin
the role of an authoritarian, ftnao
'cessrble tyrant bent on imposlMg
his private views on a relu'dfcant

and repressed college community.
This is not in accordance with tflie
facts and can lead to a debi'Iita/tlng
self-pity at a ttaie w!hen the college
was never more capable of achieving significant advances in (its educational objectives.

Strider's Tau Delt Statement

May 10, 1967

The Ad Hoc Committe has completed it report. I am glad to accept in entirety their unanimous recommendations regarding disciplinary action against certain individuals involved in tlie Tau Delta
Phi incident. The Committee report is not to be published, for it specifies individuals my name, and no useful purpose would, be served
by embarrassing them publicly. Those persons against whom penalties have been assessed will have been informed individually by 'the
Dean of Men.
A number o'f members of this community, including, as individuals,
a majority o'f the members of the Ad Hoc Committee, have expressed
the opinion that' in view of the fact thalt most of the persons involved
have now been identified and proper measures recommended in each
case, it would be constructive to review the restrictions against the
house.
The investigation conducted by the Ad Hoc Committee confirmed
in the minds o'f 'the members the unanimous opinion that, to use 'their
words, "Al though tlhe incident was not an official house function, the
house as a group bears some responsibility for the conditions leading
to it and for failure to terminate it. Tho Committee is in agreement
with directing some measures at the fraternity." It does not seem wise
to modif y the house penalty during the short remainder of the present academic year. I agree, however, with a number who maintain
that it would be constructive to lift the prohibition, originally recommended by 'the IFC, against participation by Tau Delta Phi in intramural athletics. This will be dono as of the beginning of the aicademic year 1967-68. During that year, the status of the Tau Delta
Phi fraternity will be reviewed.
I would like to express the gratitude o'f all of us to the members of
the Ad Hoc Committee. Through long hours of deliberation , when
all df them had pressing responsibilities of other kinds, t'hey succeeded
in bringing a degree of coherence and clarity to our understanding
of a matter at best imperfectly understood by anyone when the Committee was 'appointed. The college community owes them all a vote
of thanks,
A committee will soon be appointed to undertake a general study
of social life at Colby. Such a project, as suggested in my memorandum of A pril 18, is urged by Ihe Ad Hoc Committee and by many
other individual's.
R.E.L.S.

It is our experience that 'President Strider actively seeks counsel
in his efforts to deVIse progrtams of
study specifically designed to meet
articulated students needs. It is regrettable that students seem to be
increasingly diverted from realizing the full potential of these programs meant to footer initiative
and 'independence. Recent articles
and editorials 'in the Echo tend to
give the impression that students
rather seek social ease and comfort
than avail themselves tit the educational opportunities open to them.
Out day-to-day experience with
studen ts 'belies this impression,
President Strider is, and (has
been, sensitive to the needs of the
entire college community and has
consistently sought ateceftftalble solutions to the m'ost dl'Mcult kinds
o'f problems. His aims have been
clear, this solutions hwe been arrived at toy coordlnaltllng constructive advice, actively sought, and Ms
record of adhllevement, even to
those of us w(ho havo opposeid some
of his Solutions, is distinguished
Signatures:
R. Mark Benlbow
Henry A. Ocmeiy
James M, Gillespie
Roland W. ThoiWaldsen
Donald son Koona
Arthur S. Flalrtey
Maj. WaJlter J. Brooks
John Kenyon.
Francisco A. Cauz
Leonard W. Mayo
Joan D. Bwtdy
Alfred K, Chapman
Robert O, Jacobs
Wendell A. Ray
Peter Ro
Irving D. Suss
James M. Carpenter
Robert L, Terry
Allan Scott
R. Fred Glllum
Robert Roum'are
Dorollihy lCoonco
Potoi. Westorvelt
Richard K, Kolloniborgcr
Plrlllp S. BIMior
John A. Olork
(Continued on PaJgo Seven)

' Les Fourbleres de S'capin " will be presented tonight .
Tickets may still be purchased at Al Corey 's, the Chi
Rho Shop or from the Dept . of Modern Languages .

Campus Affairs Augmented;
Legislature Letter Okayed

On Monday, May 8, 1087, Student
Government elected seven now
members to the Campus A'flfWirs
Committee in addiWon to these lalrefatdy serving on tho 'coimnrti'bte©.
These new mombors cClll 'tho vaJdoncJes left on tho commil'tteG by (the
dissolution of WSL and MSA, Women's Judicial Board. Elected woro
Mark EdeMdn , Dick Goldberg,
Penny Madden, Jean Melusky, R)ay
Williams, Jean (Bltobt and Jim Martin.
Because Thorn Rippon , along
with several Other mombors of SfeuG, Was detained nit a banqudt for
Doan Nickerson, Bill Tslarls called
tho moe'tin'g to order. Most members of Stu-G finally arrived, (but
Cnlthlo Smith, Jon Rich, Paula Van
Motor and Dave Blallr woro absent.
Stu-G approved a letter dmitited
by Them Rippon and George Caimeron which Will bo sent to 'the
Malno State Legislature. Tho lctitor
urges passage of a bill currently
being considered which would lower tlho legal voting wgo and drink-

ing ages ln Maine from 21 to 20.
Tho committee on ooed llvtlng
presented a detailed set of proposals for an experimental! LivingLwmtog Complex, wWldh would be
composed of Foss, Woodman, Maiy
Low and Louise Coburn. There
will be an open hdalring for students who have drawn rooms In
those dorms to wlr their opinions
on this malttor.
Announcements wore made by
Liz Bridges and Ken Young. Liz
ploaJdod for more people to (hetfp out
with tho massive job o'f putttoig
together tho Course Evaluation
Handbooks. Ken mentioned several
unrelated proposals: I. Froshmian
Women should have tfflrst semester
curfews, 2. Junior advisors should
bo given an Instructor seminar land
S. Any now jii d!ctoiy.,syStom should
bo composed of a sttJdont JudI6Iary
to rule on student-made regulations
and a 'trl-pnrWto board (composed
of four students, three (faculty and
two nidminilstralMon memfbers) to
rulo on collogo-imado regulations.

Editorials
The recommendationsof the Ad Hoc Committee studying the Tau
Delt situation have been received and accepted by President Strider.
We, too, accept these decisions, concurring with the committee's recommendations. The committee has acted judicially and objectively at
all times during the two weeks of its almost constant deliberation.
We have the highest commendation for the workings off this committee ais a whole and in its individual members. These people have
put in 100 plus man hours of work studying the problem, interviewing persons involved and persons wishing to express an opinion on the
subject. Students and faculty-administration have given up studying
and family life respectively to meet from dinner long into the night
on the problem.
We look to this committee as a prototype for a faculty-student-administmtion appeals court of the future and would like to single out
the individual members for the service they did the school : Earl
Smith, George Coleman, 'Pam Cooper, John O'Shea, Jim Bright, Mr.
Reuman,.Mr. Either and Mr. Scott.

A Great Idea

News of the proposed four-day Arts Festival! scheduled for next
y ear strikes us 'as a marvelous innovation on the Colby scene. President
Strider deserves our strongest praise for instigating the idea.
The unique program promises to uplif t the position of the arts on
campus and will hopefull y become an annual affair. It encompasses
and surpasses the idea of a student art show promoted in previous
ECHO Editorials and it gives students an unprecendted opportunity to show their talents in . all of the arts, paintings, thea t r e, music,
dance and photography. We strongly urge that the students give
strong support to this very positive effort to improve the Colby scene.

Report Cards For Prof s

The first copies of what needs and deserves to he 'an annual issue
of th e Colby Course Critique went on sale Tuesday evening. It is a
generally jud icious, con structive 'and honest analysis of nearly every
course that is offered: those classes and professors that merited praise
— Benbow, Ghapmlan , Hayslett, etc. — finally received it in print.
Conv ersely, those that appear to he deficient in various areas were
told so. They Should not become infuriated or pass the Critique off as
idle student griping, but should make use of it as valid constructive
criticism ; refusing this, they will — in the short run — face many
rows of empty seats. One question we pose : few professors were rated
even average in regard to grading fairness. Is this a reflection of our
own ability to ovrestimate ourselves on the quality of our work, or
is it proof that Colby does mark too hard ?

Chanel Choir Record

The Lorimer Chapel Choir has recorded a selection of representative church music centered on Benjamin Britten's contemporary piece,
A CEREMONY OF CAROLS, with harp accompaniment. There
will be, in addition , an aria by Linda Jones, an unaccompanied flute
solo by Denise Boucher , and several 'anthems.
The RICA custom-made, long-p laying record is monaural and is
expected to cost $3.75. If you wish to order any records, please contact
any memher of the chapel choir.

Apartheid

Eternal Pessimist

Ha ve A Happy ? . . ? ? ?

By Peter Joat
Hey kids, whlalt time is it? NO,
•it's not Howdy Doody tamo: we
haven't reached that point yet. One
short and furi|ous
month,
however, is aM
that separates
us from "'Cutout" time. JuSt
hour exams, papers, and finlals
away lies old
golden sumime^
SoanetMng
to
strive for. Gelt
the image? Relaxed summer job, tan, water, sun,
orgfies of sensual delight and ca'refirete fun? Well look again, Mend,
and you may find yourself repacking those water-wings.
President Johnson is preparing

Student Art
Show Suggested
Re....last week's ait editorial, I
agree that there should be a true
STUDENT show at a more opportune time (for both the submHssSOn
of works by the aitiiStls and the
convenience of the viewers).
Also, this show should consist exclusively of works done by Students, With the screening done by
the paitioipfaiting artists themselves. This Should certalinly be
possible, due to the small number
of interested Studen'tis (if the number of interested artMS is su'ch
that we do need a STUDENT
screening coonmiltlteee, then bravo!)
Finally, to our maifceifaJliiatlcailly
minded art professors, we repeat
this should be a student show, and
should therefore not be exploited
as a convenient opportunity for
sclE-adveiWisement. If these artli'StS
deSirO to exhibit th'eir own creations, we feel that they Should do
so on a different ocdasiion, rather
fehlan monopolize what has been.
(quite inappropriately) lalbeled a
"student show."
We hope to see a large an'd truly
representative show sometime in
the future.

Vietnam Apathy

Dear Sir:
It seems obvious from the embarrassingly papery attendance (alt
past weekend's films and deCAPE TOWN , South Africa, (OPS) — An internationally noted this
bates on tlhe nubjeot of our Involvemember of the South African Parliament has urged students at the ment In thfj Vietnam 'conflict tWa*
University of Cape Town (U'CT) to struggle agam'st the national pol- the students oif Colby remaJln atdamant 4u refusing to withdraw
icy of apartheid.
"It is up to you to direct you r minds to a future o'f better human from if.ie'lr charac'terlSBic apathy
toward, any (issue which does no*
relati on s, despite what is happening in this country," Mrs. Helen Suz- originate
within the Colby comman , Progressive Party M. P. told 1,200 UCT students.
munity. I wonder when the Grcaft
Speaking under the auspices df the Students Academic Freedbm Ur concerned Will (realize that this
Committee on the anniversary of tho United Nations Day for the ir suo has something to do wltlh
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Mrs. Suzman stated , "It is a ihern. Will the men wafit unitil they
sick obsession this country 'has with race and color , and I say this des- find themselves, gun In h and , ln a
jungle, or 'dropping napalm on
p ite the howls of "Sickl y humanist' I receive in Parliament ,"
some presumably '"ho stile'' village,
Mrs , Suzman said that the j ig-saw puzzle of apartheid wa.s taking to ask themselves why 'they're
p lace in South Africa as the world slowly but surel y had opted to there- In answer to this, one might
say that iftho probability of man y
move away from discrimination based on race or color.
Colby
graduates being In such >a
Recent government action against certain Sou th African univerposition la not too great. Unmarsi ties was not to be viewed as an isolated situation , Mrs. Suzman said. ried girls Wl'tlhout
brothers Will
She said there were "ominous portents" in current debate on South havo nothing at nil to worry wlbout
Afri can higher education.
Elj ccopt, Of course, democracy.
"Meanwhile pro tests get fewer and the voices of protest get softer," Sometimes I feel that tho only reth e Sou th African leaders said. "Be on guard against this, Do not be- minder I have that this ,1s a democratic country Is tho tfia'ct that I
come conditioned to what is so glibly named tlie 'traditional South
can write letters to editors Wl'tliAfrican way of life.' "
out being arrested , I grant that this
Sh e added that it was remarkable that so many South African stu- Is no small thing, but not onough.
dents had refused to succumb to the doctrines of racial discrimination. A 'dcm'o'cwcy such ns tho ono wo
Her message to students was to "carry on — if you do not , we will are suppo sed to havo needs discussion of and Interest In Its working*..
lose the very stuff of democracy in South Africa."
It needs >a well-informed populace
(The preceding story was made available to OPS through, the South capable of making decisions on an
African National Student Press Association News Service. )
individual basis, wMh'or or not

sure you a full ctoan'ce of stoairtng gets hot, will insure that the rest of
in the Crusade to "save" VHetnlaan 'the country sweafts a little.
True, Congress has to renew the
Secondly, if you're planning to
whole dr&fit law by June 30, but travel in'this beautiful country, by
how mu«h restraint has it for<ced all means Stay ouft of the cities. Afupon IiBJ so far? Even if your ter Cassius Clay goes to jadl, MJarnumber doesn't come up in the tin Luther King denounces the adproposed lottery, you have a JBat manistraition, Sfcokely OarmMiatel
chance of miaking it through grad- freaks out, arid tftie War on Poverty
uate school. Your goose could be runs out Of money, you'll see some
as cooked as any of those doVes. riots th'alt will m'aike laj St suraurner
The' Pentagon is Starting to taflk look like a tea parly (#ot the Bosabout needing 600,000 to 700,000 ton Tea Party).
men to save the Vietnlamese from
Gee, I've got a great idea. Why
themselves. And you think it's not don't we have a combined anltihere?
war and civil right demoiisfcraition ?
HopelfuTly, though, you will gfet We might get a million people to
through the summer With only a show up. Then photographers from
an executive order which will as- impariiJiaJl newspapers could run
sure anyone it might concern a. around looking for pictures of
bad case of neorves. If it's any con- beatniks and Communists. Thte a*lsolation, the massive peace demon- cministraifcion Would be sure to notstrations that are sure to follow, as ice? Just like at College, Huh ?
the war drags on and the wea/ther
Pih'ally, you know, there's always the chance of inflation or recession in the economy. If tfli'afc
Should happen, watch out. AM the
laltenlt f ru'Sbrlalt._!ons and repressed
these decisions agree With' the pre- aggrajvaftionis in this country will
vailing powers. MoSt important, the really Come to the surff a.ee. Thlat
individual in a democracy cannot twenty (or is it forty?) billion dolstop short and dose his mind after lars a year that is being thrown
formulation of a peiteonlai platform, inlfco Vietnam will take on even
but must remain opon to new or more signM'cance. Wtti'at's re'aEHy
additional ideas, and be willing Ito signM'danlt is ftfafaft you may not get
test his arguments against anoth- a good summer job.
er 's, in *he open. This is not tlie
Yes, Mend's, you may be very
comfortaMe
brea'd-and-eircu'ses happy to return to Colby and the
way of life most Otflby students Gretedt White Dormitory by next
seem to relish; It is also not totel- September, if there is a next Sepitairiiariism.
tember. You will sit back in the
Ellen Grelst
co'ol autumn air, Cold drink in
(Mrs. "Walter Grelst) hand, and all the liliftle petty problems around here will fade in inSignMicanlee as you think of the happy
summer behind you.
In reply to Bob GaSseHit's letter of last week.
To the Echo:
Yes, Bob, to some extent this
college is apathetic. Yet while you,
and others, were marching in New To the Editor:
During the paSt few days I
York City, a demonStraltion wiais
being organized here at Collby and couldn't help but notice the ugly
the ice of apaithy was omciked, Now four-letter word stamped on Colby
the question of the War In Viet posters. I don 't think it's very
nam is being broughit to Collby Col- clever — the blurry word, the uplege and the ice can be completely Side-down "A" — I know what it
broken, All tMs symposium needs says, arad I'm sure everyone else
is Student and faculty alf-tendiance; does. No rn.alt.ter how you look at
M it has this, it wiH be termed a it, the "EDalte " Stamps can only be
success. I belong to those wfho see construed aa an act of immaiburifcy.
I am pensoniailly very upset to
Validity In both points oif view and
WlSh to end my "apathy" by learn- 'see such marring of posters. They
ing ait this educaJtlonal symposium. went far enough wlith "See Ken
I believe that ill attendance from Davtls," but this isnt even funny.
Colby ait the molblllzaltlon wias As far as I'm concerned the smetarbased on indedlsion of whether to Ing of Colby's poster's Is a foolSh
War or not to War —- this sympo- prank. I'm shocked to thlnJk tWafc
a college student, let alone, a Colby
sium should end it,
(Continued on Page Eight)
Name wfMield
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Protest, Unrest, Hostility Reuman Defines Student Temper

Students pore over newly issued Course Critique dur
ing pre-registration Spa break.

Next Year's Plans *
Whither Big Weekends?

The academic year is nearmg an
end and already some Students are
beginning to look toward next year.
The "ooeducationalteaJfcion " of the
campus should have a gigantic effect on Colby life both academlically and socially. The social unit
pilot proje ct in Foss-WoodmanMary Low-Louise Coburn will not
only influence but could actually
determine the coming trends of social organization.
Student Government bias a new
conStStutlion whHoh Was revised the
frown, six montths later, "it doe's
functions; more questions arise
concerning many Standard aodiiall
activities, particularly Wig weekends.
However, big weekends seemed
to be having their own diffllcuUtJIes
of uncertain origin before the advent of any new questions.
Pew people become really excS'ted
about .big weekends. The entteittaftnment never arouses Substantial Interest (with the exception of Dionne Warwick and perhaps the
Cyrkle) nor do the (majority of Students attend the concerto. Then after each weekend someone dully
announces how much the (financial
losses were this time. Obviously revisions (have been necessary for
some 'time, but the direction of the
change Is istill a question.
Carl 'Faust, former social chairman of Stu-G. has Some Ideas. He
considered abandoning big weekends but sees this as quite impossible If not impriaJdtic'al, Homecoming and, ito a largo degree, Winter Carnival are un'removable parts
of our tradition; there are aspects
of each which m'ake them desirable
even With the ensuing difficulties.
Carl does favor a series oif concerts. He feels this Sort of concert
would actually make money by
drawing .from Wlatervl'He and the
surrounding area. These profits
Would serve as a base (for fundWg
further concerts throughout tho

year.
Carl sees that with our present
big-weekend policy entertainment
is of necessity Imited ; the dates
for major weekends are set the previous Spring (the tale of the awing
college calendar is too 'long to tell
here) which automatically Emits
the entertainment to those available on the particular weekend.
Therefore, without detfinting the
role of "big weekends, !be supports
a series of large concerts whidh
would be more versatile in tlhe
planning Stages and perhaps more
spontaneous Sn delivery.
The only m'ajor drawback to
Carl's idea comes with the first fall
concert. Will this gamble involving
some fiive to six thousand dollars
(Oowtiiiued on Page Six)

Robert Reuman

Mr. Reuman pointed out that the to that time. When Mr. Reuman
majority of students don 't diEfer came to Colby in 1964, he was disradically from one time to smother, appointed in the absence ,odf causes
as long as they are from the Same of any kind. From 1964-66, "Mr.
type of background. He explained Reuman was again out of the counthat when one speaks oif these stu- try and therefore cannot judge that
dents one is referringto the minor- period.
ity who make headlines and attract
ThaJt brings us up to today. Mr.
attention and then further quali- Reuman feels that there is a clear
fied that by stating thalt, of course, mood that is strikingly different
he could only comment on thtose this year. There is a higher degree
students with whom he came into than usual of unfocused concern
contact and that it was possible for national and international
that they would not be representa- events, sharply (focused for only a
tive of the entire college commun- few issues. There is a much greatity.
er degree of mot-well-defined reStudents change as society chang- sentment, frustration, (and hoStiEes. Definite patterns in Student be- ty which seeks local targets. The
havior 'can be seen during different sources of this acre hard to explain.
time periods. When Mr. Reuman They may be national, internationbegan his teaching career in 1946, al, local, personal, etc. There is an
three fourths of the (Students we're eagerness for a cause and for one
older than he. They Were "Wtorfld which, does not identify itself with
War H veterans. "They were real- Viet Nam. This ''h ostility" tends to
ly motivated and knew what they pick tihe wrong kinds of Hiargets
wanted. They were much more and expresses itseM in the wrong
aware and directionally motivated. ways.
Proof that this mood is wfithOut
They were serious, had healthy
precedent
is that "never before
scepticism and worldly wisdom,
year
have
students spoken of
this
and were vocationally interested. "
the
remoteness
cf the faculty and
From 1949-1953, Mr. Eeiraaan was to
never
before
has
there been such
China and Germany, so cannot
hoSbiKty
toward
the
adrniinSStracomment on the Students of that
ti'on.
There
fis
a
higher
level of la"
era. From 1953-1955 when he UaUgfet
hostility
and
tent
President
Stridor,
at Lafayette College, the atmosit
seems,
is
merely
its
accidental
phere was fairly "blah'» an'd there
were not that many "causes" evi- target.
Issues being Bought for now, such
dent. In the late >50'a and early
'60's there was a stronger than usu- as 'parietal! hours and better living
al interest in cSvil rights all over facilities, are attacking rules and
the country and there was more caridittfonB which have been in exapparent social Idealism than pilor istence for a long time. People never worried abouft them before,
Mr. Reuman attributed fthe current mood on campus ito international, national, sodologicail, and
local factors: On the InternaMonal
level, the war in Vdet Nam prolbably has some eti-edt.On the national
scene, Kennedy's de'ath left a
Itors.
residue
of disappointment and
R .Estialblish social regulaMonS
Johnson's
leadership is not proand a judi ciary for the complex.
ductive
of
an idealistic response.
P. Soda! events.
Student
demonstrations
at BerkeDean Rosenthal mentioned fchlat
ley
are
another
factor
not
to bo
moving around the dorms is only
the first step in "co-educati'onaHizta- forgotten. As Ifor sociological caustion; th3s second Step is a much- es, MJr. Reuman cited the interesting fact that <M« mn'ay /be ithe first
needed follow-up.''
Dean Rosenthal felt that quite a TV generation in college. As such,
bit of this complex 's activities Students are more in'cllned to be
would depend on the social res- passive. They are used to being
trictiions which may be 'in effect entertained. They expect dramatics, rnterestingness is important.
next ydar. Admittedly, there will be
certain broad rules under whlich Because of this they have li'titflo
this .system muiSt operate, but oth- albiiity for 'the kind of diScSpHno
erwise lit would be free to estab- necessary for academies, They find
no saDlsfacKJfon for their omotionlal
lish its own rules.
Mr. Miaclcinen then an'ade tho fol- needs and aro frustrated because
lowing (proposal: "fcQUalt the Cam- there is nothing too obvious to atpus Affairs Commiititee recommend tack. Since thoy do not w(ant to
that the proposition be adopted postpone satisfaction , they Wave a
expotiitment in dnaanytBo
with or without sulch 'changes ©is need to
ways,
one example of this
and
vivid
students In the living quarters see
LSD.
being
fit ito m'alke laiflter:
1. An open hearing cm the pro"Tho more liberal you m'ako
posal, and
things, the more unsatisfied people
2. A referendum conducted fby are." The American tendency towStu-G"
ard permissiveness and seeking to
Mr. MJiicldnen also suggested tflilat understand only stimulates disconStu-G review tho Issue and "make tent. In this generation, there la
such presentations as it sees fit (at more of an nlttempt to treat stutho opon hearing."
dents as approximate equals than
The aibovo proposal Was unani- previously. Mr, Reuman used the
mously accepted. Following »the word "equal" in tho sense of equal
vote, Mr, Rosenthal irocommonded consideration of tho Interests of all
thalt the subcommittee work on parbles and not equality of the
adapting the proposal to Slregflo capability to render <as mature a
dorms such an Avorllll.
(Continued on Pago Eight)

Pro posal For Experimental Living - Learning
Gomolex Proposed At Camp us Affairs

by Jackie Deckel
How are the new dorm complexes going to he governed ? This wiaa
the question considered at the
Campus Affairs CommHttee meeting a week ago today. The discussion and debate centered atfourid
a report given by co-cfWairmen of
the co-ed subcommittee's.
Dean Rosenthal, representing the
Sub-Committee on Co-eduCaMona1
living, brought before CAC a "Proposal for an experiment! livinglearning complex.":
1. Funtotlons:
A. To further dynamic interpHay
between Students and faculty.
B. To provide governance closer
to living than is already ,availaMe.
C. To provide a mediantlsm Utor
improving contacts foetween Students and visaing sfpetofcers.
D. To improve Students' social
life.
E. To provide a newmBieu wh'ldh
more closely relates living with ««•
adelmlo affairs.

A Reply To V

And there they all are, Struggling
toward each other or lalfte* each
other like thoso marble maidens on
that Grecian Urn or any Other market Street or merry-go-round
around and around thoy go all
hunting love and half 'the hungry
tlmo not knowing what Is iro'ally
eating fcliom. Ferloj ighe'ttl Said ifflrat ,
about tho Colby women, I think.
KoaJts perhaps was referring to her
when ho spoke of the "unravlsh od
brido of the quietness;" and perhaps Audon would fed 'that sho
suffers from the "distortions Cf ingrown virginity". Tho poor Collby
woman, you say to yourself, with
hor constipated mind and hor antiseptic flesh, sho is a creature to
bo pitied. I write to assure you that
sho needs neither your pity nor
concern but Instead your admiration as tho victim of unfortunate
circumstances.
Tlio Colby Woman is aware that

by Jean Blatfc
In view of several organized uproars we have witnessed this year
at Collby, I wondered if Colby Students have always been as absorbed
with campus issues and as eager to
act as they have been this year.
Mr. Reuman had a lot otf 'answers.
When asked if Colby students
were different now then In tbe
past, Mr. Reuman doubted that
there had been 'any marked change
in intelligence or intellectual drive.
However, he viewed Student unrest and protest as something entirely new, suggested possible reasons why students are actively concerned today, and analyzed tbe
tvoe of concern that exists.

sho will function quite well outSldo
this environment, knowing that her
Saturday expression of affection
Will not bo Monday's Spa conversation. Sho knows thalt (beyond Colby her communl'cafbl'on With a mialo
friend will not bo on 'record In (n
fraternity file , hor "friend" having
assured his brothers of his masculinity an'd prowess. She Is alSo
aware that feminity Is tho effect
of masculinity. She (therefore doo'a
n6t mind tho 'accusation of "non«
feminity" because She knows thalt
at times there Was been Hl'btlo "wtosoullnlty stimulus" to produce It.
If sho sooms to bo 'goUng around
an d around and around not knowing what she Is after, ctould it (bo
that sho has found little reason to
stop? And could lit bo that tho
Colby Woman lis not as <purlitan'lcnll
as you 'assume, tout rnHJIior that Sho
Is discriminating ?
"X"

P. To consider educational experimentation at a sub-college level,
2. Structure:
:
Although not officially a part of
the student government structure,
the complex considers filftself subordinate, to the Student government
and would 'like to paiiti'eipate fully
in the lalffalns of the total community.
A. Pour dormitories: Woodman,
Foss, Mary Low an'd 'Louise Coburn ; plus a_ny fraternity which
chooses to participate,
B. Faculty advisors to freShmen
who are living tin those dormitories,
and any others who Wish to be iindluded.
3. Govemamtee:
A, Board Of Govern'ors (Planning
and CoordinJaJbing committee).)
1. 4 dormitory head .residents.
2. 4 faculty members.
3. 8 students, O'f whom thireo
are chalnnen of
B, Subcommittees of the Board
of Governors
1. Acadetmic and Cultural committee chairmen.
2. Social Events dh'allrmian.
3. Social Regulation's Committee ohioJlrmain.
C. Three subcommlto chairmen
elected tat largo wflthln the complex; &>ur students elected as
dormitory reprete.onH.aJblve'a, and one
elected at largo within tho complex,
the latter serving as ChWnman of
tho Board.
D. Until election o'f the Board of
Governors In tho Ml, an JnltcTlhn
BOard Shall consist of Al and A2,
plus all eight dormitory Student asI'd like to take this opportunity to thank all tho people who hnvo helped
sistants,
us put together the first edition of tlio Course Critique tills past week.
4. Activities:
A, Regular faculty dlndng ln dor- These students have saved Student Government $1000 In production costs
through their handling of over 200,000 separate sheets — nearly a quarter
mitories.
B. RoMl-vely formal DnJllts by faio- of a million separate motions — in nn assembly that would have warmed
Ulty, and/or panels Of faculty, and Henry Ford's heart. Jim Wilson and Kevin Burko Iiavo done an amazing
discussion Kiroiiips with Ifti'culity.
job — tho number of hours of work they've, put In In staggering — but
C. Scanlnars Invited lt» use facult eould not have been done without the student work force that lias
lties; allow (observers on Signup
helped
so much In tho homo stretch. Wo wish wo could tliank ovoryono
basis wUthln complex,
individually for his time, effort and interest.
D, Invito speakers, nntltSts, perELIZABETH BRIDGES
formers; caro and feeding of vi'SItAcademic Life Chairman
oP3 to tho comiplox and 'college vis-

Thank s To Course Criti que Staff

A History Of ThejViet Nam Conflict

David Bridgman

Colby Grad Cites Need For
Infantry Officer Enlistment
by Bill .Latvia, Jr., '66
¦:¦ Consider yourself Standing beSide
a five foot dark-skinned blackhaired arunt dressed in fclack lightweight- pajamas and a straw hat.
Df you weigh 150 lbs. you probably
outweigh hiim by .50 pounds. You
carry an M-16 ' automatic weapon.
He probably has an outdated Russian model. But surprisingly
enough, his firepower is.equall to or
greater, than yours. You wear a pffisjtol belt, first aid- pouch, two danteens and a piack which, contains
a, poncho and a six day supply ;of
canned G rations. He wears what
appears to Ibe a light brown belt
over his shoulder in which he carries a six day supply .of pre-cooked
.ri'ce ballsj a great deal, less ammo
and a lightweight w&terproof hammock.
His Capacity for memorizing 9s
superior to yours. His physical lalbSlity equals or surpasses yours even
though his Stature is small and deceiving. He is a mlaster at stealth,
Camouflage.
tunneling • and
•"Charles " 'as he lis familiarly
known lives on a minimum Of food
and instead supplements his diet
with a professional spirit unequalled even by the American soldier.
If you were a fooWall player at
the end position, you Would train
for months on particular patterns.
On a down and out pattern, you
would prohaJbly time and coordinate your efforts precisely. You
would know how many Steps to
take forward, when you fake and
when to break away. You would
probfalbly even calculate the exact
position.

where to withdraw to. Most VC's
could do this with their eyes closed
and I do not 3'oke.
This perfection ds accomplished
through continued rehearSaJ, rehearsal and more . rehearsal. He is
So adept at Camouflage thalt it is
unlikely that you will ever see him
in an ambuSh. The muzzle flaSh of
his weapon is his only, give-away.
GI's are known to find Charles
only . sifter he has been (killed and
stepped on by .passing troops.
\ As in most cases, I have a reason for relating this informiatiton.
Charles has one major weakness. A
VC unit lacks sufficient effective
subordinate leaders. In other
words, if , a VC leader is killed, all
becomes confusion because of a
lack of leadership in the remaining troops. This is where ia GI
Capitalizes.
Bach GI has a degree of leadership Or heroism or whatever you
may Want to call it which will pull
a unlit through in times of stress.
You undoubtedly have read Of Situations in which a private, (because
of heavy casualties, has found himself controlling a company of men;
this truly depicts the advantage of
the American Soldier to adapt to
untimely clrcumstlan'ces.
Yet, the Army is In desperate
need of qualified officers. I don't
want to sound like a .recrultllng officer but if we are to maintain this
advantage of leadership ability, we
will need many more good Officers
in the mortths to come.
Viletn'am, believe it or not, is a
full fledged war. The death toll will
Soon surpass 10,000 an'd Ithe casualty figure range's near 50,000. ShortCharles is comparaJble. He knows
ly more troops to be employed 'in
his position to tho exact number
Vietnam will bo requested and unof feet 'to where is is to He lin laandoubtedly granted by Congress.
bush, Ho knows When to fire, how
(Continued on Page Seven)
many rounds to fire an'd when and

Our college paper seems to lack
interest in the present War, the
third largest in Ameridan history.
I seek to rouse interest, something
which may be there in adequate
quantity and quality already. Vietnam areas have been in the throes
of .revolution ' or is it 'civil war',
or is it 'uncivil war' for about three
deealdes. Ho and others determined
in the late 1920s (40 years ago)
bh'aJt they would oust the Frenteh
when possible. The French imperfaJlism was superseded by the Japanese during W.W. IT. The Allies
(mostly Englishmen and Americans) promised to push the Viet
independency efforte if the Viets
wouHd help oulst the Japs from
French Indo-China. The Viets cooperated quite heariiily, whereupon
the French of early 1946 (or the
Paris government as proxy) decided to continue to' possess French
Indo-CMna. By May 7, 1954, fftie
French were beaten, and Frantee
Wais, more or loss, hfappy to get out
of Vietnlaim etcetera. It is hardly a
secret thlat the United States funded a large proportion ,of the French
1950-1954 effort to defeat the Vietnam, independency movement. That
movement was hardly democratic;
there was no majority; there were
many different elements competing
for power.

The Geneva Convention of May
8 - July 21, 1954, promised thlat
Vietriam could have an eledtiOniof sorts about 1956. Meanwhile, and
very temporaJrily, to separate the
dogs Warring, a demarcation linte,
the 171th parallel, Was set up. The
purpose of that waJs to ''cool off
the French and the very, very victorious Vieriatmese. The Vietnlaim.
people, insofar as Ithey possess
something dalled 'public opinion',
were rather set up albout their successes in helping throw out the
JapS and then utterly battering the
French. There remalined numerous
faotli'ons in the Vietnam area, an'd

certainly nO m'ajorilty that melamt cess in their memories. They donx
much poliitiicaiHy. Vietnam, had been 'cool' before the present mtoSltlyused to authorittlarianiism fOr about unMatetiaii'sfc intruder. Now, at this
1200 years, on and off. So the very terrible juncture, they present US
concept of 'maJj'ority' or 'democra- With a dreadful choice: to attempt
cy' meant almost nothing to peo- to fifalbten them (land risk war with
ple in thalt zone of the world. WSKh modern Ohfinla) or to dev&Stlate
greatest help from the United much Of the country of Vietnam.
States, a ruler, Diem, was put over Uncivil people, and very hardened,
the Vietnams. Mostly he played the present us With that choice: to
terror game, one hardly new to the scorch-earth them (land Ml mlaybe
sorry and difficult experience of — million's), or to deal quietly with
many Vietnlamese. Diem, in a wlay unquiet revolutionaries, Including
an Americanesque puppet, was as- Congmen and Homen and possibly
sassinated November 1, 1963, the NOT Kymen. Congmen an'd BDomen
irionlbh of a more famous crime. Would prolb'aMy 'go to the caves'
We began \a shafting frOim and fight on, if our Side greatly
'advising' to 'fighting'. Unfortun- escalated the war. We are n'ot alt
ately, the United States has been all as hot under the collar as 'they'
ait thalt for about three" solid years. are. So we have possible inlfceQilecNow our government gflves support fcuail capacity to talk some sense,
to Ky; usually terms the Vietcong though partisan Vielts rn'ay not. To
•Communist'; and defames some dteite our government has made no
halbSlfcants north of the 17th paral- serious effort to secure infterrta'bkwilel. The Cong dislike us; Ho men al containment of this trouMed
disEke us; and hardly any Vielts arela, Our actions have been chiefly,
care in the least for Ky who Is a if not solely, unilateralist. A
modern equivalent to Diem. One Sfcriange ' situation. A mOst regretcould mention ihe Buddhmen and tiaJble. The sort of 'protection' we
the Northmen and the Southmeoi, have offered the VfietntatneSe peoetceltera. The siltuaJti'on is unfofr- ple its of the Same order as that oftunlaJte.
fered by Congmen or Homfen or
Kymen.
America's democracy
It bring us up to date. Aside Should h'ave better to offer.
f wxm tokenfist forces, we are in this
I hope the remarks here miade
difficult Situation by ourselves. will stir discussion. I see n'o good
That is, essenitMly it is a unilllaiter- reasons why our youth and our
aliiSt operation. And our friends, of poor should be Sacrificed for such
the South Vietnam army and of the reasons as this and e&riier
Ky sort, are not of mu'ch help. Our Administrations have given us. A
side has unfortunately,and Similar- great deaJl could be done to improve
ly thoughtlessly, asked bona ffide this troublesome siltaatSOn. Proposrevolutionaries of two or three of als that admit of a most severe and
four decades Standing to pay at- revOlutitonarySituation will have to
tention to lulls and Conference ta- be made. There are mlany, many
bles. Men who have been at eaj ch 'choices open to Imaginative, serdthers' throats for 8,000 days or ious, and kindly people. And I bemore hardily give serious attention lieve my countrymen are often1mto lulling invitaitiion's for short per- 'alginafcive and Mindly. So they can
iods. Indeed, men of a revolultion- Start to know the Msitory of diffiary disposition who have held some cult situation. Anyone interested In
oif modern France at bay, lamd what I propose may Simply aSjk
modern Japan, and modern Ameri- me.
ca Wave at least the illusion oif sucProfessor David Bridgmiah

Our Man Hoppe

A Fable About Freedom

by Arthur Hoppe
Once upon a time there was a
great big wonderful nation. It was
a wonderful nation bedause it believed in freedom. Which Is why it
got into a war in a funny little
country halfway around the world.
"Our dear friends, the Wh'altsthelrn'ames, are In dire peril in the
brave little country of Whatch'amacallit," 'said the big country's President. "We shaM never rest until
they Can enjoy the same freedoms
we have here alt home."
So he sent them a drew million
bullets, a few thousand dollars and
a few dozen soldiers.

A 2nd Constitutional Convention
Considered In U* S. Congress

The First Constitutional Conven"Tho Dlrksen Amendment" was resolutions, from only two more
tion was hold in 1787. Tho Second defeated in Congress and seems to iStaltes aro needed today to fulfil
Constitutional Convention conven- be a dead issue as far as most Con- tho requirement of two-thirds of
gressmen are concerned, But In tho the State legislatures calling for a
ed In 1967,
A move has been underway in past twenty months State legisla- convolution. However, the real
tho paSt year to make this State- tures, who aro directly affected by problems would just begin , for the
ment a rOa'Ilty. Following tho US tho ono man —• ono vote rule, havo Con'Stitult'ion does n 'ot day anything
Supremo Court ruling that StaJto- taken tho initiative. Thoy hope to ab'out how soon to cnUl a Convenleglslatures must bo apportioned by force the national government to tion or how to pick the delegates.
tho "one man - ono vote" rule, accept tho Dlrksen Amendment by The US Congress Is to call it, but
Senator Everett Dlrksen has led calling for a Constitutional Con- wWnJt would bo dono if Uboy refused
attempts to amend tho Constitu- vention. This Convention Is pro- Ibo do so? In addition, thoro aire
tion Ito modify tho ruling. Tho scribed In Article Five o'f the Con- doubts on tho legality of tho resoamendment would allow the States stitution: Congress shall call a con- lutions which were passed by State
to apportion ono house ln their leg- vention for proposing amendments, legislatures before thoy wore (reapislature on somo basis other thlan upon application ,of two-thirds of portioned — can a malapportloned
population (If approved by tlio th o stmto legislatures, (The pres- (uniconstiltuiblorial) legislature logialStnltos' voters), for ©Sample the ent twenty-five amendments woro ly blnld tho US Government to dtM
a Oon'SUlltu'tl onai Convention?
State SonWto m'lfihlt bo based on Inflated by Congress.)
All of tho questions unlay bo faced
This unique attempt by Ithe
geographical representation Similstates could become a reality, for this year by our Congress.
ar to the US Seriate,

Some people icitlcized. "What are
we getting Into?" they asked. But
most applauded. For, after all, freedom Us truly Worth fighting for.
But the Generals who ran *the
little 'country with a, heavy hand
kept losing the war. And they spent
most of ther time qularrellng and
bopping each other over the heald.
"We ican 't quirt now,'" said the
President gHumly, "or they'll never
enjoy the same freedoms we have
here at home." Arid he sent them
zillions of ' bullelbs, billion's of dollars
and a half-million Soldiers.
As the War grew, criticism grew.
The war, critics said, Was illegal,
illogical, immoral land just plaJln
stupid.
"In our free society," the President, who was high In tho polls,
said complacently, "wo welcome
dissent."
"Evon though," he added with a
frown six months later, "It does
prolong the War."
"Thus 'ooStlng," ho mentioned
p'a llnfully thalt au'tumn, "tho lives
of our boys."
"And does give," ho Sa'Id with a
scowl tho following spring, "aid
and comfort to tho enemy."
"Which ," ho (thu ndered after another throo years and $60 billion
had gone by "Is the legal definition of treason!"
After that, hardly anybody criticized the war any more, The
President Wa's pleased. "With
uril'by," ho solid, "I can turn my
attention to domestic problems.*'
And ho noted th'at (much ias ho
welcomed dissent, thoso who would
cut his budget woro "unfortunately prolonging Ithe War on Poverty."
Whllo those opposed to (his War on
Traffic Accidents woro "obviously

costing the lives of our motorists."
And those who grumbled at giving
up their summer Vacations to dig
ditches 'in his War on Revisionist
Agricultural Thinking were "giving aid and comfort to our enemy,
the boll weevil."
Thus it was in 1984, as piart of
his War on CoStly PoBltlcaJl Campaigns, 'that he was elected President for life.
Of course, the Shooting War ln
the tiny Mttle country half way
around the world Still dragged on.
But the goal of tho great big wonderful country had been achieved.
For, as the President for Ulfe said,
"They now enjoy oxlaidtly the Siame
freedoms we havo hero at home."
And this no one dared deny.
Moral : Freedom lis truly woirth
flgh'blng for . So, in a long, frustrating war, don 't leave home.
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"Productions d'Auj ourd'hui" presents "Les Fourbieres de Scapin"

Four Day Festival Pl anned

Student Art Exhibition Planned

Action has finally been taken to
organize a long-awaited Student
art exhibition, probably to take
plaice in Febuary »68. A faculty-Student committee, instigated by President Strider and including Alfred
Chapman, Ian Robertson, Irving
Suss, Susan MctFerren, Mark Benbow, Peter Re, Lisa FerriaJld, Jim
Bishop, Ann Jones, Dan Barneltt,
and Harlan Schneider, has been
meeting to Stiart planning this
mammoth project. They welcome
any and all types of student creat-

ive endeavor — painting, plastic rio plans for viSitllng dignitaries.
artg. photography, poetry, drama,
According to Ian Robertson, editmusic, and dance — which will be or Of college printing and publicasp*e!ad 'all over dazmpus, making it tion's, this Festival Was conceived
impossible to iriiss. IdeaMy the Aits as ".arioibher way to get the campus
Festival will run Thursday and to wake up '" and to give mu'eh-deFriday nlighfcg (for performing arts) served recognition to the arrtS'sifcs on
arid all day Saturday arid Sundlay, camipus, as well as to give the rest
bust since no concrete decisions of us a "chance to see what our talhave yet been inad.e details are ented friends have been up to all
s'1% tentative. The emphasis is on year. He urges everyone to contristudent worfk and organization — bute something — part oif , a Jan
faculty members will be avalalble Plan, something done on or off camto help, but at thlis point there are pus during summer or the year.

FACULTY REACTION
br^j iiaoh'ild >as a "new milieu which
(Continued from Page One)
more closely relates Jiving wfth
unit make-up would be designed to anemic affaj.rs." This would seem
provide governance "closer to liv- to hinge on. the 'influence oif the
ing" than is now in effect. Dr. participating faculty in the d'aiily
¦
Perez lauds this attempt, s'aying informalities 0f life, one suggested
people "are more apt to (follow effect of this nature is the chance
laws nrt'ade by themselves and their fo* students to talk With professors
acquaintances than the ruling of wh.0se classes 'they are riot mem'powers thalt be,' A man active in b efc 3 o'f. Increased opportunity for
government realizes the needs of persons of opposite sexes to talk
following ithe rules which are set ovsr text and lecture may improve
up by the government." Another scholastic standing. "But," says
professor, when asked to comment Df, perez, "people still need a
on the governance, Said, "Sixteen hotae they can be comforitalble 'in.
members of the board and three Thijg should not be carried to the
sub-connmittees. True Colbilaria tra- extreme where students are not
dition!"
getting to know each other as iinImproving Contaets between Col- tef eSti'nS human beings. The latter
by undergr&ds and Visiting campus process does not always have to do
speakers is a definite laanbOTon of with eggheadism." Dr. Perez disthe WOCOFOLO project. On the oloiged that much of his dinner itaproposed after-lecture receptions, lics iconversaitlon with Students has
one Lovejoy professor commented, to do with 'OEunpus gossip, and li'tltle
"Success depen'ds on Student atti- to do with psychology.
tude. Generally, one would foresee
hero are com^ow. in general,
the saone knot o'f Six or seven Stu- m^nts received in 'the progress of
dent enthusiasts around the gueSt interviewing. < <Will tie dorms inlto
lecturer, surrounded by the usual mevre of intellectual! life.... " — Dean
sea of tea sipping apathy. Never- Rosenthal, "psychologically wholetheless, potential! for conltaicfc would some— " — Prof . Gillespie. "Good
be (there and perhaps more Students idea..-'' — Mr. Carpenter. "If I
would put Such opportunities to wot 0 an undergrad, I think I would
eh'Oogc to live under Ibhis system.... "
good use than are doing so now."
' Student social life Within WOCO- — Abb1*Header. "I haven't realFOLO would be benefited by 'the ly thought too much about it...." —
unit system, chorused our faculty Frtj f, Bancroft. "Good thing. PosInterviewees. Coach Dunklee told sibly will effect frat life..." — Yeaus that ho'd been at the UnllverSllty ge* Hudson , < <A'S a human endeavof Maine when a slmlliar transition or, wl" undoubtedly face probWas made. "It personalized 'the leri\ s...." — Chaplain Hudson.
T>horo aro most certainly probwhole campus, " ho Said, "Gave the
fellows and girls m'ore of a sense lonr\«, EJvory new venture faces a
of unity, There seemed to bo a ccti'baiin lot down wJCter the ln'1't.M
greater mixing of the Soxes lin In- enthusiasm which launched It has
formal 'activities and discussion. boon spent. Wc wonder 'if after sevAnd tho change seemed to croatfl eral months frat and sorority peono social problems." Mrs, Blither ple would net doom 'It .an additional
felt that the unity would bo con- (and superfluous allegiance beducive to co-ed competition lin sides School, fr.it, class, dorm , 'and
sports, particularly volloybnJll. Sho roettiiwato, As to tlio faculty, Dr.
foresees thalt a co-oduentllonal Po*otf says, < 'Wo may not prove 'as
athletic program would bo "more scintillating ag ils hoped. I am 47,
socially interesting than tho one an'd. my field of Interests can overnow in effect." Chaplain Hudson lap only to n certain degree with
feels that both union s, particularly that of a nineteen yonr old." And,
Runnals should bo used co-eduoa- abov e wW i 'tho seemingly Inherent
lilonlaJlly more so lihalt nt present and cllqulshnoss of Itho college student
u rges 'that Runnal s be utilised ex- must bo overcome If the plan Is 'to
tensively In the plans of the WO- bo ifu 'JflUod with benefit 'to 'all involved,
COFOLO unlit,
Tho Oo-od Committee boos lilts

lh seeking 'op inions and lanswera

an interviewer is likely to have
several
interesting
questions
thrown back at him. Here (are a
few we received.
— "Won't fohls mixed classes,
mixed sexes affiliation help the (bewildered freshman to be much
more quickly assimilated into Colby IWe?"
— "If the experiment leaids to
other Similar units Within the campus, and these, as has been discussed , are based on specific fields
of academic interest, won't ifche purpose of a liberal arts college ( exposure to many disciplines) he defeated?"
— "How are they going to finance it?"
— "Good Lord !You mean we've
worked so long for mixing the two
sides of campus, gained It, and already they want to make one Side
autonomous?"
— "Will there toe a certain amount of Initial awkwardness in
dealing amongst fellows, girls, and
faculty in this greater degree of
intimacy and iriforhiallty than before ; and if so, how can the problem "be most readily overcome?"
— "Don 't you think this co-ed
co-responsib'l'lllty might havo a 'Civilizing effect on the males and prepare both " sexes more realistically
for dealings with each ether in later life?"
Several times during the course
of our InterVlewtlng 'afternoon It
Was brought out that the alms sot
up by tho Co-ed Committee for Itho
WOCOFOLO unit don 't soem to bo
"products of itho evolution " of current student deslro. Wo woro challenged to run a dining hall survey
to determine how oflton young people (nnd thoir instrudtors now eat
together. (Dining Is n major WOCOFOLO item,) Louise Coburn
kitclioners reported only ono or
two faiculty guests per wook. Tho
much 'larger Woedmnn-Foss (facility Could claim only "on a yearly
average, loss than throe per week."
Dana boasted of a weekly avorngo
of closer to Six, (but their icMim
was greeted bollttHngly-guoSt parties aro often pnopolled In this direction by JDuBitls to "show OM Itho
n ow dorms." Roberts Union (hoSts
th roe or four regular gueSts, n fow
(Continued ion Pago Seven)

Hecltlor Beriioz composed this impressive piece of music in 1837, aJs
tribute to those who had perished
in ;the Revolution of 1830, the power, the dignity, and the scope of
Which comprise one of the most
dramatic and moving nineteenth
century settings of the familiar
Requiem Mass text. As a result,
the Grande Messe des Marts, Opus
5, emerges as a fitting memorial
to the war dead and an evening of
inspired music.
Sunday evening's concert Was no
exception . Under the direction of
Professor Peter Re, the joint forces
of the Bangor Symphony, the Colby
Community Symphony, the Collby
Glee Club, the WaterviUle Community Chorus, and the Northern Conservatory Chorus (Wi'liiiam Mague,
director) — 300 performers in aJll
— unleiaShed a performance heightened by moments Of etheite.1 sublimilty as well as aWeSome thruiSt
For many, the magnificent percussive moments in the first half were
appropriately unsettling as they
were Stirring, only to be resolved
in the uHtiimiate moment of communion (Offertorium), from which
point the score displayed a more
tender melodiousness.
The Btfore ij self is not the most
popular work composed by Berlioz
(Other works include Symphonic
Fantastique, The Damnation of
Faust, Roman Carnival Overture
(and Romeo and Juliet), and It is
curious that tfche composer Was
quoted in the program notes as
having claimed this work as the
one for whi'ch he Would have
begged clemency if his total output
hlald been endangered. To be sure,
there are moments of greart beauty
and moments of elairih-shiaMng
power, but the composition as a
whole Seems ttb be particularly

plagued by a fallacy common to
much of Berlioz 's muSic: namely,
that of orchestration. There are
unique uses of various Colorations,
such as the accompaniment of the
'lyrical tenor solo by tremolo strings
'arid pilanisSime cymbal, and brief
duets between low register trombone and flute, but even a chorus
the size of the one professor Re
had at his disposal, has difficulties
surmounting ithe orchestration Berlioz has created here for much of
the Tuba minim, Rex Tremendae,
and Lacrymosa sections. Indeed,
the chorus as a whole seemed to
feel this strain at moments in the
Lacrymosa, where, after performing for close to an ih'our, it ,wlas
asked to deliver a section written
in the true style of French Grand
Opera, a. sedtion wMoh pulled
punches in its demands for vocal
and instrumental dexterity.
Confronting such a difficult
score, Professor Re an'd his combined forces performed magnificently. Even the aCorisfa'cs of the
Walterville Armory could not deaden the sheer Volume of Sound WM'dh
they succeeded in producing during the Tuba minim (which employs four brass choirs, in addition
to the aJbove described instrumentialtiion) , or the nuances Prof. Re
evoked from his performers during these extremely poignant moments after the intermission. Alex
Sohulten from Waterville WaS the
terior Soloist in the mellifluous
Sanctus, and executed the high
tessitura with taste.
Brtoffessor Re, who has annually
whdtted our appetites with a conCert off this type, has here outdone
even himself, and fully deserved
the Standing ovfation which the audience afforded him at the conclusion of Sunday's Concert.

Wayne A. Node
There is not much one can say
in defense Of Colby's position. K is
sans douht, isolated. But is seems
that even the backwoods townships
of Maine must conltain some worthy sources of experience and aJdventure. In search Of a change
from Colby, we have discovered
Something intriguing in a little
.town along the Kennebec known
as Hallowell. Here is the Crossroads Coffeehouse, a riovel experimenlt in our sedtion of tlhe state.
BaJck in December of last year,
a group of fourteen individuals in
tho greater AuguSta area began
oas'ting longing glances In the direction o'f "Tho Gate" in Portland.
"Tho Gate " is a college crowd center which features folk Singers and
refreshments, 'and abts ais a magnetic nucleus for drawing together
students from the several higher
eduealMonlal InisHiitultlons In that
area. "The Gate" serve's Sometthling
besides coffee; it serves aa a center 'for tho enjoyment of bhc elsewhere unobtainable folk idiom,
wllth an entire greater urban airea
from which to draw talent. More
Important, it servos as tho mooting
ground of minds, minds too often
Wnlllod in by exclusive contact with
one particular campus culture. A
Oampus Is a small, Small world.
Our friends In Augu'Sfca saw nJll
this, an'd tlio success which "Tho
Gate " 1ms enjoyed In Portland.
Thoy .horicoforbli decided that such
'a gathering place would bo o'f equal
value In our Kennebec Valley area,
Thus wns conceived "Tlio Crossroad's, " In physical Structure, tho
Institution Is hardly as Impressive
>n:a Its alms. But despite Its whining
floor boards and cable-drum tables,
'this converted general Store on tlio
"m'aln drag " of downtown Hallowell hlas boon oonSla'tanHy Wiling
its 40 person capacity during Its
eauly weeks of oporntllon.
Tho attractions, besides welcom-

ing companionship, Include the art
WOrk of local painter Paul Plumer
and such vocal groups as East
Bodthbays "The Relatives, " a
group which recently cut their firtsfc
LP reeord. This threesome headlined the house's grand opening,
an'd spun an entrancing evening of
balladry, benealtfli the questing gaze
of Plumer 's semi-nude.
In the future m'onithis, the "Crossroalds " will feature weekends chock
full of quality talent from all over
eastern MaJlne, Representing our
own college will be Sue Mathews,
Bob Johnston, John McDonlald,
M. C. Wlllatfd, Debotfah Thurtow,
and the MessnJlon'Skee Chamber
Con'sort Jug Band. Th'eSo people
will bo ifealtured Within the Saturday night program of scheduled
musical entertainment,
Sundays alt .the "Crossroads" will
be more informal. This day features the atmosphere of a continuous open hootenanny from 3 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Tho hours of tho other
two operational evenings, Friday
and Saturday, are 7 p.m. to 12 midnight. Friday is g'lvon over to discussion , with movies, speakers, and
general bull sessions. 'Fho refreshment menu of this non^Oommorcd'al
eslinfolishment Consists of coffoo,
chocolate, tea, an'd doughnuts.
Cooler drinks may take precedence
as tlie weather warm's,
All In all, tih e "Crossroads " soonis
destined to fulfil l Its purpose. Students from j iovcnal Kennebec Valley colleges hnvo begun to pntrOntea It, fi nding a Wider diversity of
id ens, talent and companionship (If
not food) than found at their home
campuses. While it wil11 certainly
never ropIaJco our own chapel coffeehouse, tho "Crossroads ", 20
miles down tho>plko In Hallowell,
has given tho Colby Student a now
plnico to go to get away from lt nil
wnd perhaps flnM something novel.
Ayuh , olvMIzmltlon might mako lt
up to thoso parlts yot,

"Cross Roa ds" Coffee House
Opens In Augusta

Lewis On Track

tery over the Batesm'an, and Corry
could go no higher than 5'10", with
Aisner winning the event for the
second Straight year, this time at
6'%". For his outstanding effort,
Aisner was voted the Fred Tootell
Trophy as the outstanding field
events performer in the meet. No
Colby trackster had ever won an
MVP trophy in the meet, arid coupled wiKh Mamuo's trophy, Collby
thus became the first school to
garner both MVP awards in the
same meet.
Balsley Upset Victor
Another man who was a definite
determining factor in Colby's great
showing was Captain Chris Balsley. Although I mentioned him last
week as a favorite in the 1O0 yarki
da&h, a number of other observers
felt my j udgment a bit rash. Guess
who got the last laugh as Balsley
caped ithe cellar for the first time kick that Jet ¦every one know of his came grimacing across the finish
•line first in 0:10.3.
since 1957.
No. 1 Stature.
A few minutes before the 100,
Aisner Overcomes Injury
Chris had taken « third in the 120
—Mamo Magnificent—
yard high hurdles, and soon after
Mamo's triumphs, which won Mm
As laSt week, Mr. Mamo deservedly gets first mention. All he did the Alan Hillman Trophy as the
was to win the mile in 4:17.9, take Most Valuable traekman in the
the half-mile in a classic duel with meet, were approached, in courage
Jon Kiridand of Maine in 1:54.5 (a df not in scope, by those of Bob Aisnew Colby record), and win the ner, the defending state high jump
two-mile in 9:28 (another new Col- king. Early last week, while pracby record) ; he did it all — a totlal ticing for this meet, Aisner smashof 3^ miles — In a total tame-space ed into a hurdle (his other event)
and suffered a painful bone bruise
of a little over an hour.
on his foot. Although he was on
Needless to say, Sebs Was the crutches until the day of the meet,
crowd's favorite all the way. The Aisner asked the esoaefh to Slave
majority of the people realized the him entered in the hurdles and the
difficulty of the almost unheard of high jump.
f eart; that he was attempting to acIn the hurdle trials Saturday
complish, and every time he came
past the grandstand they unleash- morning, Aisner once more cracked their held breath with, a united ed his foot on a hurdle, and though
"Go, Sebs, go!" The director of the qualifying for the afternoon finals,
¦eight man United States Informa- Aisner, obviously in pain, limped
off the field. In the firials, he made
the effort, and finished fourth. This
one point and the one he kept
Maine from getting were possibly
the deciding factors In the meet.
The high jump, however, presented a different problem for Atener.
Here was an event that he knew he
had to win for Collby to have any
chance' of beating Maine, and Ms
leading opponent was Mike Corry
of Bates, the New England Intersoholastic Champion of last year.
Although Corry haid never Ibeaten
Aisner, he had always pushed him
to 6'3" or more for the win. Somehow, Aisner held a mental mas-

Greatest Colby Team Ever!
by Richard Lewis,

Track Correspondent
hard
to find a Staging point
It's
for this articde. I suppose I (should
say that Sebs Mamo, the first wan-

Unidentified Feet
Fly over Pole Vault Bar
ner of the three distance events in
the State Meet since 1895 (the ydar
of the meet's Inception), 3s the
grdaltes/t Colby trackman of nil
time. Well, ho Is, and no one can
dispute that fact. But at the same
time, the score of the imeet (Bates,
72% ; Colby, 45; Maine, 43; Bowdoin, 23%) indicates thalt the
Mules' second place — their first
aliice 1914 — ¦w'as dependent on every man. If just one of the Collby
mon had not token the place that
ho 'did, Colby would have lost those
points and the chances are that
Maine — only two points back —¦
would h'nve picked them up and
thus finished second in the meet.
One reason for calling this 1007
squad 'the greatest ono ovor Is that
It scored by far tho most points
of any Colby team In tho history
of 'th e meet; tho previous high was
37, 'also In 1014. Another reason Js
thalt this team, sorely lacking In
depth, Was caTtoJblo of (coming up
wlibh enough Inspired performances
to dip Malno, tlio champion of tho
past six years. Throughout the period between the trials and itho finals, everyone was psyching everyone else up for *he vision of a «econ d plaice. And so tho Mules (es-

Soph Tom Maynard
Kicks home fourth in
Two Mile

tion Agency crew, which Is hero
making a film of Sobs for international distribution, remarked itihaJt
Mam o 's efforts wont ais If on a
script.
Bach of ms races seem to follow
tho samo pattern . Ho would start
out deep in tho pack, slowly make
his way up to behind tho two or
three lenders, land then hold thoro
until making his move somewhere
ln the last lap. The leaders woro
no doubt psychologically down,
knowing rthot Mamo was just a
stop or two behind them and not
knowing when ho Was going to
como on, In his final race, tho twomile, ho let loose with a ferocious

Sebs Mamo
Wins the MnVFirst
event in his triple crown

who all juSt missed scoring in ithear
events.
And What About The Coach?
And if you want to meet a man
floating on a cloud, get yourself
introduced to , Ken Weinbel, the
coach of this "greatest ever" track
team'. In his first year here (1963),
the Mules could earn but 5% points,
in ifche succeeding years, tihey have
totaled 9%, 14, 24 and now 4.5. This
is a tremendous tribute to one
man's efforts and dedication to a
program. Granted, he hlas recently
heen Messed with "The Mamo", but
he has also 'taken a number of average performers and turned them
into , outstanding ones. The shock of
happiness may have been too much
for him, however; this pa^t week
found him showing aged iriovies off
the 1963 Olympics, the 1953 NCAA
championships, etc., providing his
own novel commentary to go with
the action.
In the same breath, trainer Garf
Nelson must be mentioned as the
man most responsible for keeping
the team in general, and Aisner in
particular, reaidy to go.
An interesting sidelight to the
meet is something that was discovered afterwards. Based on final
times of all icOmpetitors, it wais
learned that if Bates, which is allowed to use freshmen, were not allowed to use tthem, the prolbalble
score of the meet would have been:
Colby, 54; Bates, 49; Maine 47; an'd
Bowdoin, 37.
Tomorrow the Mules wall be participating in .the 17-teaan Eastern
meet at Bates. Look for Mamo to
set new school records lin tooth ithe
mile and the tWo-mile in his queSt
for victory.

WHITHER BIG WEEKENDS
(Continued from Page Three)

be a success financially or a typical dismal loss?
Jay Sandak, IFC president, feels
that there simply isn't enough
money to buy good big name entertainment and that since there
isn't enough money we must get
more. He 'favors an iriorease in the
activities fee o'f ten dollars specifically for entertainment of varying types, With m'ore money we
could sponsor more good entertainment catering to different minority
tastes. Some o'f this money would
be used on big weekends (Jay
wants to keep them. Social life is
barren enough, he says) and the
rest would he used for lectures,
Bernie Finkle
concerts, etc. of good quality.
In Broad Jump Finals
Tom Demong, this year's cochairman
of the Winter Carnlvtel
he was to bake a Startling seeond
Committee,
admits that (he does not
in the 440 Intermediate hurdles in
support big weekends 'as they ntow
0:57.3, a now Collby record.
stand, but rather m he envisions
Mamo, Aisner, and (Balsley tothem. The tradition of 'a weekend
gether totalled 31% points for the
as it exists at otheir colleges has
Mules. Ken Borchers, who juSt
heen loSt at Colby. A Weekend of
missed Second 'place in the mile,
the rejuvenated tradition could he
ran his best time ever In that event
activity In which the whole
(4:20.4). Bob Coons, who was roto- an
caimpus would participate, become
bed of a place in the 100 by a
Intvolved in and enjoy, an asset to
jud ge's vlsuail error , took a third
the whole of our college life durin the 220, Tom Maynand, os Balsing
the fall, winter, and Spring synley, fulfilled my prediction by comdromes.
BUt a shift must bo maJde
ing In an "unexpected" fourth in
away from the present Stralit-Jaio
the two-anllo; this was another veketlrig pressure of HJhe weekend
ry decisive point In the meet, for
routine, Tom suggests that planihad he faltered to fifth place In
ning
should start far in advance.
this, 'the next to lost event of 'the
Ho
also
hopes a weekend would
day, Maine's Steve Turner would
have
more
aotlvltlo'S( nott necessarhave taken the place and the point,
ily
cxpon-slvo
ones ) occurring Sim¦an d Maine would have (at least tied
probably sponultaneously
and
tho Mules.
sored (by different organizations.
Tho flold events, a sore point for This system Would let students pick
tho Colby team all yeair long, pro- ono or perhaps none, or bo sponduced a few happy surprises. Jim taneous , something essentlai! for a
Corlell, the only senior on tho team, successful big weekend. Tom adtook third in the javelin with a mits thalt moro money would help
throw of ovor 100'. Jamie Kllngen- but Is opposed to the 'social fee besmlth, only a soph, was 'third ln tho cause the amount of the foe Is ardiscus alt 128' . Finally, Wal t Young bitrarily selected without isulfloldame up with a pair of fine effo rts, ont exploration and study. Ho hetooth of them good for (third places: lives that tho most recent Wlntoi
a 5'8" showing In tho high jump, Carnival wns riot on'tlrely a success
and a 41'1" leap (the best of Ills but hopes that lit set some precelife) In the triple jump, Special dents which may help to brl-rig
mention should go to Bornlo BTIn- fllbout tho sort of weekends ho do
Iclo, Them. Rippon, and Dave EJllWUt sires ln the future

FACULTY REACTION
Meader. 'If they're to live with it,
it must be theirs by choice, for Ithe
(Continued from Page Five)
once-in-a-whilers, (Program Two preservation of their own dignity."
lunch meetings, and an occasional Professor Gillespie, too, feels "StuvMt by President Strider. EELS, dent wishes must be maximized."
The Student reaction will be obironicaaiy, has had 'to foot his own
tained
soon at an open hearing for
bills in a cafeteria system which
J
those
Who
will live in the four In(any
offers free feed to
faculty adcluded
dorms
next year. The Co-ed
ministration member who is "claimCommittee
proposal
was not comed as & personal!gueSt by a Student.
pleted
in
time
for
room
drawings
This doesn't speak well for student
so the WOCOFOLO plan was relhospitality.
Thus the survey shows thlat stu- atively unknown when students sedents (take Mtftle initiative to mix lected the rooms within these iflour
informally with (the faculty. And dorms. The opinions expressed by
the little knots Of mentors tucked the potential WOOOFOLOites will
Into the corners of the spa show have a crucial bearing on the fate
few signs of emerging to mingle of the comiaiibtee proposal.
Other questions that remain beWith their youthful comrades.
There are exceptions : IProf : Bridg- fore WOCOFOLO can become a
man once came to lunch at Rob- rea/lty. How to pay for it is definerts, gathered a force of conversa- itely one. The project will not (In
tionalists about him, and proceed- the near future) have its own buded to jaw away (the afternoon, un- get, according to Stu-G. Also, the
til he looked Up in Surprise and effect on the established ftfaternffty
found them setting supper fcefbre system is Still a master of speculahim. But such cases are rare, 'and tion. Some contend that the offereven (more woefully so when in- ing of the 2 systems would be of
volving women instructors. Miss such a different nature there Would
Johnson is often reported at Dana, be no conflict. Others thinlr full
but we were unable to learn of success and acceptance of WOCOmore than one or two other fem- FOLO — like unite would mates the
fraternity function secondary 'and
inine regulars.
superfluous. This is speculation'.
These factors seem quite rele- What is fact is that the fraternities
vant to us in discussing faculty re- have been incited to join the actual
action to WOCOFOLO. The active WOCOFOLO unit at will. A logical!
and student-welcomed participa- question here might .be, Why Ithe
"
tion of faculty on an lnforma3 level frats on the far side Of campus and
with Students is vital!to the propos- not nearby Dana?"
al's success, and the facts of the
In summation, the (faculty reacmatter as fi hey now Stand do not tion to WOCOFOLO is favoraJMe.
indicate that it would he fbtfth- Prof. Re said, "This is what it's
ooiming, Reaction is no more valid like in after-life, men and women
than interaction, and that at pres- sharing in the .responSitvilifties of
ent is dangerously close to being running a community.. Thus WOnil.
COFOLO can have only a maturing
influence.
And it Can serve as &
So a relevant question would he,
valuable
center
for (faculty mem"Do the students want WOCObers
like
myself
who
Sincerely wish
FOLO?" "The Student body will
to
have
a
closer
personal
contact
resent it if an aJBtempt 3s made to
With
more
students,
but
don
know
't
force it on them," predicts Abbott*
juSt where on campus to go for
this purpose." Chaplain Hudson
said, "These proposals iare full of
wonderful potential!."
there's little intore the faculDIAMBRFS
! tyAnd
can
say until — or unless — the
¦ ¦• •
-""" ' *r^8agiirai ii
future
Students of WOCOFOLO
r
7
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Gas Tank Full?
For The Weeken d?
For The Game?

adteristlc becomes qxfite evident aa
to its employment.
In my company, we have graduates of Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby. Knowing the eaiiber of students
at each of these schools, it couldn't
please me more than to be able to
serve in comtoafl; with a fellow
,
"Oolbyite \ This may seem seOfSsh,
but remember you are fighting for
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• Adolescent Psychology
• Calculus
• Child Paycholo ay
• Composition & Litera ture
• Cor itempornr y European Histor y

This Coupon Is Worth

50c
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your life.
AH I ask is that the male populace of Colby, in considering Ithe obligation to the service that has to
be f ulfilled, seriously consider
InSfantry Officer Candidate School,
for this is where you are reallyneeded. All sarcasm aside, I hope
to see you in Vietn'am, "Fire Vp
Colby!"
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Charge Accounts

See

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100andll
Colby College Nearby
C O F F E E SH O P

Air Condit ioned

COLBY GRAD
OOon/bkiued from Page Pout)
I am presently wfflih the Fifth Infantry Officer Candidate Battalion.
Our class Started wilth 220 men. At
graduation we will have less than
60% to graduate as infantry officers. Within six months, 75% of
thes'e graduates will be in "Vietnam.
We face a crucial problem of mustering enough comibalt leader's to
supplement the augmented needs.
What are the necessary qualities
needed in an infantry oifficer? —
initiative, organizational albi'Effcy,
supervisory prowess, tfact, courage,
enthusiasm, and ingenuity. , These
may appear to be general and
vaigue tiaiis but If you ever attend
OCS you Will find that each <ch&r-

FACUI.TF PROTESTS
(Continued from Page One)
Walter H. ZukowaM
Gertrude Malz
Evans B. Reid
Earl A. Junghans
Robert W. Pullen

ARNO LD MOTEL

AAA

Paul Perez
C. F. Barr
W. J. Combellaek
H. J. Hayslefct, Jr.
G. D. Maier
Elizabeth Pestana
Guenter Weisstoerg
George Elison
Paul Machemer
T. W. EJasfam
Harry R. Carroll
Richard N. Dyer
Earl H. Smith
Win. A. Macomlber
George T. Nickerson
'
George It. Coleman
Ian Robertson!
Rofbert J. Bruce
E. Parker Johnson
R. S. Williams
Howard L. Koonce
Prances Seaman
Claude D. Hubert
Sidney W. Far*
Earle A. McKeen
Arthur W. Seepe
George E. Whalon
Jo Rosenthal
Charles R. QuilHn
Professor Re notes with "regret
that he Was not able to 'get the petition circulated to all tihe (faculty
beiflore tihe ECHO deadline and So
cautions thalt "the names therefore, do not represent in full measure the memibers oif Ithe 'college
community who may have shafted
these views."

...with Designer's Originals classic style
cf fine gauge Tycora® Action Knit...It
" becomes just as dressy or as casual as
you desire. Stays wrinkle-free and In perfect shape, washing after washing. Black,
White,Banana, Navy, Apricot,Green Haze,
1
Pink,Blue. Sizes 34 - 40

• Drama

At Your Norge , Laun dry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopp ing Center , Waterv
ille
1
Have a regula r $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with thi s coupon. Typical load : 10
s weate r s , or 4 men 's suits , or 3 ladies ' suits , or 3
topcoats , or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
Laundr y washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elementary Accounti ng
Element! of Sociolo gy
Fundamenta l Mathematics
Genera l Biolo gy
Genera l Chemis try
Genera l Psychology
Intensive Spanish
Introduct ory Analysis
Introducto ry Mathomat.cs
Major British Writers
Modern Russ ia
Princi ples of Economics

• The Short Story

>
¦

• Thaat ar Workshop
• Western Civilization
AW courses otferod for credit ,
For Ca.a.00 call 526-9100 or write:
niol mrd C. Ferrlt, Dlr. of Adm.
Dsan Junior Colla ge
Franklin. Massachusetts O2O30
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Don't Forget Sunda y Is Mother 's Day.
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Waterv ille- Skowhegan
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Conlbinued Ifxlom [Paige Two)
Itudenit, could indmge7 ^n1:-sufch
-Mldish aafciVities. I am disturfj ed
old 1'in. sure that my fellow Collby
itudenlts would agree that hate is
inhealthy. These foioBsh people do
iot reialiae the possible Serious im>licartSons oSf theSr HUte prank.
Name Withheld
REUMAN
(Continued from Page Three)
iecision as someone wMi more ex>erience and knowledge.
There are sevenad local factors
which Mr. Reuman feels have dirMPW—ijat—.tMBWWBMWMB Hi

<
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FRI. - MON.
Held over for 2nd BIG WEEK ;
"BIX)W UP"
with Vencssa Redgrave-in color
WED.-THURS. INITES ONLY
'
USIAfilm on the life of
'. President John F. Kennedy
; "YEARS OF LIGHTING, \
»
DAYS OF DRUMS"
Tickets
will be on sale w the
!
Spa
Sunday
- Tuesday nit©. \
|

ectly intfluencfd the tempo of esumpus life. The most obvSous fe . tfae
Goiby Congress. ,TfceTe mas a decidedly /different, mood on campus
betfore the Congress.. The Congress
simply stimulated fchalfc mood Ito
come to expression in a way 'it ntever Mad 'before. Alsto, tihe lack otf cut
tural aicStfiv'Mes and events of interest in the WatervflHe areia doupled -with a decline oif interest 8n
school activities leaves students
with a lot of extra energy to burn.
Mr. Reuman conf eased that he was
puzzled that students don't channel this energy Ln better Ways,
betaause there are more constructive outlets availaible on campus
than ever before. Again he men-

Proud
to be
Your
Food Service

Water ville
Savings Bank
Member of the
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CORPORATION
i

Waterville

tioned the low patience : toleraltSton who are, after all,, tihe "older:..j g^neiaHon ", An example of this Ja the
and demand for drameJtS.^.,;:
Mr. Reuman sees {3ftu(den| activ- fraternities? .tardhiefss in adcyptlng
ism as an outlet fpr..energy. which racial integration. Whlile tihey- are
could be used tn more consri/ructive not . iiiherentiy ..wnSsprvlaJtiye,, they
ways such as academic pmsuSite, are ^ reiiatSvely slliaMc, and in . |bte5r
•bu* is commendable becaxise St Slowness to clian'ge they often.Jfial
gives students ithe . fetfliiig that behtind Hihe rest of the academic
what they do CAN malce a 'differ- community.
ence and becauseit is undoubtedly
As for Ms opinions of the inmbre constructive than swallowtelligence
of Colby students, he
ing goldfidi or pi'linig students into
(that
f
eelis
those
qualities which he
telephone booths.
regards as "brightness " (alerfaiess,
A last and nvusft interesting com- driving, and a fine ctrita'cal sense)
ment was thlat Mr. Reuma;n findia have neither increased nor defor the first time that Students ore creased, hut admits, "I expect more
more conservative tihan the faculty, of my students than my professors
expected Tof me."

j
|

134 Main St., Waterville
¦
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PoCosiTom
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mpany '

29 Offices In The
"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
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TURN UNWANTED BOOKS INTO CASH.
TEXTS AND PAPE RBACKS WANTED.
•

•

I

CANAAN HOUSE

I

129 MAIN STREET
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means tim e for

SWI M TR UNKS
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W.
V
SAND ALS
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LEE LEENS
JER SEYS
and just about everythin g else you can mention!
Come on down . . . .
the {selection is great!
AND THE P RICE IS RIGHT.
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52 MAIN STREET
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WATERVILLE

"Whe re The Colby Boys Meet"
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SEE YOU AT

THE YARDGOOD S CENTER

i

CLE AR O UT YOUR BO OKCASES 1.

i

JOIN THE FUN!
KNIT IN THE SPRING
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CASH FOR
USED BOOK S

' •

Maine
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